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Challenge

 Impact of digitization on research & development from product and process 

perspective

 Lack of cross-company / industry transparency over existing 

implementation approaches

Possible topics

 How should the development department be organized for product 

development 4.0?

 What products are required for the development of smart products?

 Which services can complement products usefully? 

 Which business models will help companies to succeed in the future?

 How can the interaction with the customer be improved?

Approach

 Hold a kick-off meeting to define key areas of interest in the project

 Three annual workshops (1,5 days each) at the premesis of each of the

partners to discuss solutions from practice and research with mutual 

coaching

 Possibly extend an invitation to external specialist speakers

Cross-Industry-Group partnering with the Complexity Academy

Product development 4.0

Budgeting

Duration: continuous

(at least two years)

Premium: 5.000€/member

Business: 5.000€/member

Basis: 5.000€/member

Consortium: > 5 members

* For selection and participation in a second 

cross-industry-group: 5.000€/member
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Industrial working group at the RWTH Aachen

 Team of experts for technology and innovation management

 The TIME Research Area at the RWTH offers for a selected circle of

companies the opportunity to intensify cooperation and exchange within the

framework of a membership in the TIM expert group

 In regular meetings, defined focus topics from technology and innovation 

management are deepened in lectures, workshops and discussions and a 

sustainable network of experts is created

Key areas of interest 2018

 TBD

Example topics from 2017: 

 Experimentation and validation in the business model innovation process

 Corporate Innovation Labs: Success factors in focused innovation 

environments

 Peer review of the R&D process

 Developing and inventing systematically: The TRIZ method

Cross-Industry-Group
TIMEX – topics from technology and innovation management

Budgeting

Duration: continuous

Premium: inclusive*

Business: inclusive*

Basis: 5.000€/member p.a.

* For selection and participation in a second 

cross-industry-group: 5.000€/member
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Challenge

 Established companies often perceive start-ups as a threat to their own 

business, but working together with appropriate start-ups involves many 

potentials

 The discovery and integration of start-ups, which complement one's own 

company optimally, is often associated with a high effort

Target / expected result

 Gain access to the start-up landscape 

 Identify opportunities for disruptive growth to protect your business for a 

selected search field

 Creation of a long- or shortlist and matchmaking between the participating 

companies and a start-up

 Get actionable data from an independent third party to guide decision 

making on strategic investments, M&A and more

Approach

 Definition of suitable market and technology segments and research criteria

 Screening of start-ups for the defined search field and relevant criteria

 Presentation of long list of start-ups with specifications

 Presentation of short list of start-ups with detailed specifications

 Selection of start-ups for match-making

 Workshop/ Pitching with relevant start-ups

Cross-Industry-Group
Start-up screening and match-making for a selected search field

Search field: ____________
Please select a search field of your interest

Budgeting

Duration: 1 year

Premium: 7.000€/member

Business: 8.000€/member

Basis: 12.000€/member

Consortium: > 5 members
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Challenge

 Digitalization as a megatrend and omnipresent topic

 Lack of understanding about the actual implementation of digitalization

– What are the true areas of application?

– Which pilot projects should be selected?

– How to organize digitalization?

– Which skills and technologies are needed?

– What tools are usable?

– How to convince the employees?

– How to initiate change?

Target / expected result

 To identify and discuss models which have been proved successful in implementing 

digitalization in the company

 To ensure that the digitalization within the company concerned is accompanied by 

the opportunity to swap experience and ideas in the INC community

Approach

 Patent topics to be defined by CIG partners and brief coaching to be conducted by 

the INC team

 Arrange a kick-off meeting and four networking meetings to discuss problem-

solving approaches used in research and practice (Best Practices)

 Possibly invite external speakers specializing in specific priority areas

 Host a networking conference focusing on the latest technologies, procedures and 

approaches

Cross-Industry-Group
Digital Transformation – Roadmap and Implementation

Budgeting

Duration: 1 year

Premium: inclusive*

Business: inclusive*

Basis: 9.000€/member

External: 10.000€/member

Consortium: > 5 members

* For selection and participation in a second 

cross-industry-group: 5.000€/member
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Challenge

 Agile development methods are already being used successfully not only in 

software development, but also in the development of physical products, in order 

to counter the constantly growing pressure of innovation, cost and time

 However, transferring the methods to the process- and pharmaceutical industry, 

which are exposed to a similar innovation pressure, is not possible without 

adaptation, due to the special requirements and general conditions (for example, 

high documentation requirements, long development times, incrementation of the 

development task, etc.)

 In addition, the fundamental potential of agile methods in the process- and 

pharmaceutical industry is often called into question

Target / expected result

 Review of the potential of agile development methods and tools in the process-

and pharmaceutical industry

 Elaboration of an agile method- and toolbox for development projects in the

process- and pharmaceutical industry

Approach

 Initial workshop for the identification and discussion of the special requirements 

of development projects in the process- and pharmaceutical industry

 Review the applicability of specific agile methods and tools, taking into account 

the identified requirements 

 Workshop for the selection of suitable methods and the joint adaptation of 

existing methods and tools

 Possibly validate the suitability of the adapted tools and methods in concrete 

development projects of the partners

Cross-Industry-Group
Agile Development in Process- and Pharmaceutical Industry

Budgeting

Duration: 1 year

Premium: 7.000€/member

Business: 8.000€/member

Basis: 12.000€/member

Consortium: > 5 members
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Challenge

 The ever-faster technological progress can only be manually monitored with 

enormous effort

 The mass of available information makes it difficult to identify the information 

relevant to one's own question efficiently

 Viewing non-relevant or non-usable information causes a non-value-adding effort

Target / expected result

 Determine possible indicators which are able to identify change or development 

as a trend

 Establish possible software tools such as Focused Web Crawler or methods of 

data analysis to overcome the information overload, e.g. through categorization 

or preselection

 Selection methods for suitable data sources for trend monitoring

Approach

 Hold a kick-off meeting to define key areas of interest in the project

 Convene at least one working meeting to discuss the previous outcomes and to 

decide on which direction the next project phase should take

 Possibly extend an invitation to external specialist speakers

 Organize a wrap-up meeting to consolidate project outcomes

R&D Projects
Automated monitoring of technology trends

Budgeting

Duration: 1 year

Premium: inclusive*

Business: inclusive*

Basis: 9.000€/member

Consortium: > 5 members

* For selection and participation in a second 

cross-industry-group: 5.000€/member
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Challenge

 In order to develop innovations outside the core business, successful 

companies rely on new approaches for product development and innovation 

management

 The successful companies rely on new methods such as Lean Startup, 

establish a culture of entrepreneurship and have agile processes so they can 

act flexibly and quickly.

 What other "ingredients" do companies need in order to innovate radically and 

sucessfully?

Target / expected result

 Building a deep understanding of new forms of innovation that are currently 

hitting the industry

 Identification of the framework conditions that must be created for radical 

innovations (such as organization, culture and processes)

 Identification of success factors for innovation in separate innovation paths 

(incubator, innovation lab, accelerator, etc.)

 Honour the five best practice companies from different industries

Approach

 Hold a kick-off meeting to define key areas of interest in the project

 Screening: Identification of best practices through an international, empirical 

interview / questionnaire study

 Honour and visit the five best practice companies

 Final presentation of the results of the study

Consortium Benchmarking
Agile Invention

Budgeting

Duration: 1 year

Premium: 22.500€/member

Business: 23.750€/member

Basis: 24.250€/member

Consortium: approx. 20 

members

Participants: members + 

external
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Challenge

 What are the material trends and how to use the featured properties to its full 

potential?

– What kind of new properties can be achieved with advanced materials?

– Which future applications / products will be possible?

– Which functionalities / added values can I integrate in the future?

– Which enhancements can be expected in the next years?

– What are the challenges of the production processes?

Target / expected result

 A structure and detailed overview of upcoming trends in the field of advanced 

materials including smart materials, shape memory materials, self-adapting & 

self-healing materials and many more

 Understanding and shaping the roadmap of upcoming applications of advanced 

materials in your industry

 Discover the technical challenges for applications using advanced materials

Approach

 »Phase 1« - Scanning & Scouting for relevant trends, materials and their 

applications

 »Phase 2« - Detailed technology studies

 »Phase 3« - Business cases & Roadmap

Consortium Project
»Advanced Materials«

Budgeting

Duration: 1 year

Premium: 22.500€/member

Business: 23.750€/member

Basis: 24.250€/member

Consortium: approx. 20 

members

Participants: members + 

external
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Challenge

 Based on the fruitful consortium project Smart Cities & Infrastructure we 

would like to offer another focus project in order to cope with the latest 

developments in the area of mobility, ecology and connected infrastructure. 

– How do latest developments concerning combustion engines affect my 

production, products and services?

– How will my mobility product interact with the infrastructure and vice versa in 

the future?

– How do I use my existing core competencies and technologies to diversify?

– How will future holistic mobility ecosystems look like?

– How do cities of the future cope with increasing traffic and which needs will 

be addressed to the mobility industry?

Target / expected result

 Assess needs and potential solutions with partners from different industries and 

public authorities

 Be the first consortium to define a cross-industrial roadmap for future mobility

 Transparent overview of applications, concepts and best practices

 Detailed technological evaluation of potential implementation of selected cases

 Economic evaluation of selected application scenarios

Approach

 »Phase 1« - Scanning & Scouting for relevant trends and applications

 »Phase 2« - Detailed technology analysis

 »Phase 3« - Detailed economic analysis

Consortium Project
»Future Mobility & Infrastructure«

Budgeting

Duration: 10 to 12 month

Premium: 22.500€/member

Business: 23.750€/member

Basis: 24.250€/member

Consortium: approx. 20 

participants

members + 

external
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Challenge

 Which chances lie behind the technological trend and which questions are 

raised by this development in the context of industrial practice?

– Which fields of application are relevant for me and my company?

– What are the possibilities in new fields of application?

– Which needs and jobs to be done are covered by that trend?

– Which technologies are necessary for an implementation?

– What are the challenges of relevant technologies?

– Which business cases are worthwhile?

Target / expected result

 Transparent overview of application fields of the security technology »Block-

Chain« outside of cryptocurrencies like healthcare, logistics, automotive, 

machine and plant engineering, pharmaceuticals, chemistry, etc.

 Detailed technological evaluation of potential implementation of selected cases

 Economic evaluation of selected application scenarios

Approach

 Scanning & Scouting for relevant industrial applications

 Deep dive on technological and economic aspects

 Optional evaluation of legal framework conditions

Consortium Project
»Block-Chain for Industrial Applications«

Budgeting

Duration: 8 to 10 month

Premium: 22.500€/member

Business: 23.750€/member

Basis: 24.250€/member

Consortium: approx. 20 

participants

members + 

external
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Challenge

 Ongoing digitalization and production methodologies like additive manufacturing 

have a deep impact on production processes, products and services. We will 

focus on smart applications in the areas of well-being, health and home care. 

Furthermore we will evaluate the possibility to improve the production processes 

and the products itself by applying new technologies like additive manufacturing 

and printed electronics.

– Which impact has the massive digitalization on healthcare products?

– How do production processes like printed electronics and additive 

manufacturing influence new product generations?

– How can smart home and IoT devices support with home care?

– Which are relevant applications for tele medicine?

– How to use data analytics on public data and social media to improve 

products and services?

Target / expected result

 Combine the existing rich knowledge of several local instances in the fields of 

digitalization and additive manufacturing.

 Selection of relevant new or improved products and services

 Economic evaluation of selected application scenarios

Approach

 »Phase 1« - Scanning & scouting for relevant products and services

 »Phase 2« - Detailed technological & economic evaluation

 »Phase 3« - First trials for selected use cases 

Consortium Project
»Smart Health & Care«

Budgeting

Duration: 12 month

Premium: 36.000€/member

Business: 38.000€/member

Basis: 38.800€/member

Consortium: approx. 15 

participants

Participants: members + 

external
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Challenge

 Predictive process control and smart labeling are only two out of many smart 

applications which are highly relevant. In the context of this project we will 

evaluate digital production processes and product enhancements with a strong 

focus on the global food industry.

– Which fields of application are relevant for your business?

– How can we use existing data in combination with advanced analytics in 

order to improve my production processes?

– How can I cope with the strong need for internal and external product 

tracing and the special needs coming with continuous products?

– How do I create the basis for offering services to end customers? 

– How do I cope with rapidly increasing demand for individualization? 

Target / expected result

 Dedicated analysis of Industrie 4.0 and IoT applications in the context of food 

producing companies

 Technological evaluation of selected uses cases under the special framework 

conditions of food industry

 Create implementation roadmaps and estimate savings, costs and added 

value

Approach

 »Phase 1« - Scanning & Scouting for relevant trends and applications

 »Phase 2« - Detailed technology analysis

 »Phase 3« - Transition, roadmaps and economic assessment

Consortium Project
»Digitalization in Food & Beverage«

Budgeting

Duration: 10 month

Premium: 22.500€/member

Business: 23.750€/member

Basis: 24.250€/member

Consortium: approx. 20 

participants

members + 

external
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Challenge

 What are the new opportunities for future Printed Electronics user and is there a 

risk of substitution for current technology user?

– Are my products technologically feasible today or in the near future?

– What are current limitations of Printed Electronic processes and which 

developments are expected?

– Which future applications / products will be possible?

– Which functionalities / added values can I integrate?

– Which new technologies are in competition with my current technique and 

what are their limitations regarding material, quality, flexibility, speed etc.?

– Which business cases are worthwhile?

Target / expected result

 A detailed overview on all trends and technologies for Printed Electronics

 Full technological and economic transparency on relevant business cases

 Access to a large cross-industrial & interdisciplinary partner network

Approach

 »Phase 1« - Scanning & Scouting for cross-industrial applications and 

segments, where hidden potentials are expected

 »Phase 2« - Detailed technology studies for each selected application and 

question

 »Phase 3« - Derivation of detailed business cases, printed prototypes and 

business models

Consortium Project
»Printed Electronics II«

Budgeting

Duration: 9 month

Premium: 22.500€/member

Business: 23.750€/member

Basis: 24.250€/member

Consortium: approx. 20 

members

Participants: members + 

external
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Challenge

 What are the technological trends and how to identify and manufacture potential 

applications?

– Which kind of products can utilize the potential of this technology to the full 

extent?

– Which processes and additional services could benefit from additive 

manufacturing?

– Which conventional processes can either be complemented or even be 

replaced?

– Which developments drive the current and future applicability of this 

technology?

Target / expected result

 Deep Knowhow on trends and technologies for additive manufacturing

 Understanding the methodology of how to identify suitable applications for AM

 Go through the process from the idea through to implementation with own parts

 Get to know the challenges of redesigning and manufacturing an applications 

using AM

Approach

 »Phase 1« - Training and part identification

 »Phase 2« - Detailed technology studies

 »Phase 3« - Redesign and printing of selected applications

Consortium Project
»Additive Manufacturing for SMEs«

Budgeting

Duration: 6 month

Only SMEs 9.000€/member

Consortium: approx. 40 

members

Participants: members + 

external
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Invention Center

c/o KEX Knowledge Exchange AG

Campus-Boulevard 30

52074 Aachen, Germany

Dr. Bernd Robertz

Business Developer

Fon +49 (0) 241 51038 609

Mobile +49 (0) 151 54448 609

Fax +49 (0) 241 51038 699

Email bernd.robertz@invention-center.de

Invention Center
Contact
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